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Multidimensional ProgrammingOxford University Press, 1995
This book describes a powerful language for multidimensional declarative programming called Lucid.  Lucid has evolved considerably in the past ten years.  The main catalyst for this metamorphosis was the discovery that Lucid is based on intensional logic, one commonly used in studying natural languages.  Intensionality, and more specifically...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Integration Services: Problem, Design, Solution (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
An authoritative guide to designing effective solutions for data cleansing, ETL, and file management with SQL Server 2008 Integration Services

SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) is the leading tool in the data warehouse industry, used for performing extraction, transformation, and load operations.

After an overview of SSIS...
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System Architecture with XMLMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
"The whole world is talking XML, and the ramifications of its universal adoption are only beginning to surface. Whole business models will be affected by it; whole new business interests are being pursued because of it. The software industry itself will be rocked by it more than it cares to admit. This is so because XML brings us into the...
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Paint Your Town Red: How Preston Took Back Control and Your Town Can TooRepeater, 2021

	Paint Your Town Red tells the story of how one city in the north of England decided to level up without waiting for Whitehall.

	

	Across the world, there is a growing recognition that a new kind of economy is needed: more democratic, less exploitative, less destructive of society and the planet. Paint Your Town...
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Enterprise DevOps Framework: Transforming IT OperationsApress, 2018

	
		Transform your IT organization from one weighed down by set practices to one with a DevOps culture and a cloud-first strategy that is optimized by automation and other lean practices. In this engaging read, you will discover the opportunities, challenges, lessons, and rewards that CA Technologies encountered when making their agile...
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Fast SOA: The way to use native XML technology to achieve Service Oriented Architecture governance, scalability, and performanceMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
FastSOA is a great book with lots of meat on the bones and practical real-world XML and SOA knowledge. Much of what passes for SOA right now is simply block diagrams and vague exhortations to get the architecture right. Frank Cohen gives a practical guide to what software developers, architects, and CIOs have to do to deliver highly scalable,...
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Social and Economic Transformation in the Digital EraIdea Group Publishing, 2003
This book covers all key subject areas of the Information Society an presents innovative business models, case studies, normative theories and social explanations.

The advent of the Information Society is marked by the explosive penetration of information technologies in all aspects of life and by a related fundamental transformation in...
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Managing knowledge in the construction industry (Spon Research)Taylor & Francis, 2009
Knowledge management presents a new way of understanding organizations and companies, and is especially suited to sophisticated and highly technical firms and operations such as those in the construction industry.

This new book draws on hard data from three separate research programs in Sweden and shows how the concept of knowledge can...
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Pentaho 3.2 Data Integration: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Pentaho Data Integration (a.k.a. Kettle) is a full-featured open source ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) solution. Although PDI is a feature-rich tool, effectively capturing, manipulating, cleansing, transferring, and loading data can get complicated.


	This book is full of practical examples that will help you to take advantage of...
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Professional jQuery (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS JAVASCRIPT has undergone a remarkable transformation. Where

	once it was a “toy” language relegated to secondary status it’s now one of the most important

	programming languages in the world. With the ongoing importance of Ajax-based development and

	the rise of full-featured JavaScript...
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Getting Started with StormO'Reilly, 2012

	
		If you’re reading this, it’s because you heard about Storm somehow, and you’re interested
	
		in better understanding what it does, how you can use it to solve various problems,
	
		and how it works.
	


	
		This book will get you started with Storm in a very straightforward and easy way.
	
		The...
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Cancer Cell Signaling: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2002

	Cells respond to environmental cues through a complex and dynamic network of signaling pathways that normally maintain a critical balance between cellular proliferation, differentiation, senescence, and death. One current research challenge is to identify those aberrations in signal transd- tion that directly contribute to a loss of this...
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